INSTALLATION
SPOTLIGHT
Board and Batten Applications

ACRE is a revolutionary material that offers the
look and feel of wood, and it can be cut, curved,
shaped and molded to ﬁt countless applications,
both exterior and interior.
ACRE’s sheet and trim products can work together
to create a classic “board and batten” siding
proﬁle to a home’s exterior. While following the
installation parameters listed below, installers
can also create unique patterns and proﬁles to ﬁt
any home style and aesthetic desired.
Always check local building codes and best
practices before getting started.

GETTING STARTED
Be sure to follow all best practices found
in Modern Mill’s ACRE Trim Installation
Guide and ACRE Technical Brochure,
including, and not limited to safety tips,
personal protection equipment, and
instructions for working with ACRE.

WE’RE HERE TO HELP.
Call us at 601-869-5050, or write to us
at zen@modern-mill.com for assistance.

Be aware of excess heat on ACRE surfaces such as but not
limited to ﬁre, direct or reﬂective sunlight, reﬂective sunlight
from energy-efﬁcient window products. Low-emissivity (Low-E)
glass can harm ACRE products because Low-E glass products
are designed to prevent passive heat gain within a structure
and can cause unusual heat build up on exterior surfaces from
sunlight reﬂection. The extreme rise of surface temperatures
can create an environment which exceeds normal exposures
and may create scenarios which can cause ACRE products
to melt, sag, warp, discolor, expand and contract beyond
acceptable tolerances or accelerate weathering.

Safety Warning: Do not burn ACRE products or scraps. ACRE products are not safe to be discarded by burning, used as ﬁrewood, kindling or as any other
source of fuel to create and / or maintain a ﬁre or heat source.

REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE INSTALLATION
Board Options: 1/2” or 3/4” thickness | Sanded or Embossed
Batten Options: 1” x 2”, 1” x 3”, 5/4” x 2”, or 5/4” x 3”
Begin with a solid substrate and a ﬂat surface. We recommend a minimum thickness
of ½ inch plywood or 7/16 inch OSB.
Prior to installing sheets, install house wrap, window tape and horizontal ﬂashings
over window and door openings and all other areas as deﬁned by the building code.

BOARD
LAYOUT
ACRE sheets should always be
installed vertically and should not
bridge ﬂoors. ACRE sheet goods
are available in lengths of 8 foot to
20 foot, so choose or cut boards
to correct lengths so that sheets
break on the subﬂoor of each story.
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INSTALLING
BOARDS
Install vertically oriented ACRE sheets side by side, in a row, across the ﬁrst level of
your project.
Leave a 1/16” gap between sheets when installing.
Fasten ½” from the edge, every 8 inches with a minimum of 1 ½” by 0.092 hot dipped
galvanized ring-shank siding nails.

1/16”

1/16”

8 in

Safety Warning: Do not burn ACRE products or scraps. ACRE products are not safe to be discarded by burning, used as ﬁrewood, kindling or as any other
source of fuel to create and / or maintain a ﬁre or heat source.

1/4”

1/8”

Allow a ¼” gap above windows. Do not caulk the gap above windows (to allow for
drainage).
Leave a ¹⁄8” gap in the sides and bottom of windows. This gap should be caulked
against water leaks.
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A second row of sheets should
sit atop of the ﬁrst row with
appropriately sized Z ﬂashing
and a ¼” gap that should not be
caulked.

1/4”

Safety Warning: Do not burn ACRE products or scraps. ACRE products are not safe to be discarded by burning, used as ﬁrewood, kindling or as any other
source of fuel to create and / or maintain a ﬁre or heat source.

1/4”

If you choose to use a band board
across the top of this row, be
sure to use the appropriate sized
Z ﬂashing and include a ¼” gap
when starting the second row.

Install the corner boards, the skirt board and the window trim.
After the installation of the trims, add a small bead of caulk above any horizontal trims
that are overlaid on top of the sheets such as the window head trim and skirt board.
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Now you can begin installing the battens over each seam.

Fasten every 12 inches with a
minimum 2” by 0.092 ring shank, hotdipped galvanized siding nail. For
high-wind areas, refer to the design
and wind load tables for proper
fastening.
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Safety Warning: Do not burn ACRE products or scraps. ACRE products are not safe to be discarded by burning, used as ﬁrewood, kindling or as any other
source of fuel to create and / or maintain a ﬁre or heat source.

Fill in battens between seams with the same process. For proper fastening, make sure
battens are spaced no more than 16” apart.
Move up to the next course and install trim and battens as before.

16 in
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For gable ends, install sheets about a ¹⁄8” short of the sofﬁt to allow movement and
install rake trim to cover the gap. Battens follow below and you’re done.

1/8”

If you choose to skip the band board, extend the corners and battens to the top
of the underlying sheets and make sure to use appropriate ﬂashing. Do not bridge
ﬂoors. Break trim and battens at the subﬂoor.

Safety Warning: Do not burn ACRE products or scraps. ACRE products are not safe to be discarded by burning, used as ﬁrewood, kindling or as any other
source of fuel to create and / or maintain a ﬁre or heat source.

FINISH ACRE
WITH WATERBASED PAINT,
STAIN OR SEALER.
If you choose to paint make sure the
coating has a Light Reﬂective Value (LRV)
above 55%. Apply coating on the ground
prior to installing ACRE for best results.
See our website for approved coatings
for darker colors and technical assistance.
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WE’RE HERE TO HELP.
Call us at 601-869-5050, or write to us
at zen@modern-mill.com for assistance.

Safety Warning: Do not burn ACRE products or scraps. ACRE products are not safe to be discarded by burning, used as ﬁrewood, kindling or as any other
source of fuel to create and / or maintain a ﬁre or heat source.
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